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The interaction between the railway vehicle body roll and lateral dynamics substantially influences

the tilting system performance in high-speed tilting trains, which results in a potential poor ride

comfort and high risk of motion sickness. Integrating active lateral secondary suspension into the

tilting control system is one of the solutions to provide a remedy to roll–lateral interaction. It improves

the design trade-off for the local tilt control (based only upon local vehicle measurements) between

straight track ride comfort and curving performance. Advanced system state estimation technology

can be applied to further enhance the system performance, i.e. by using the estimated vehicle body

lateral acceleration (relative to the track) and true cant deficiency in the configuration of the tilt

and lateral active suspension controllers, thus to further attenuate the system dynamics coupling.

Robust H∞ filtering is investigated in this paper aiming to offer a robust estimation (i.e. estimation

in the presence of uncertainty) for the required variables, In particular, it can minimise the maximum

estimation error and thus be more robust to system parametric uncertainty. Simulation results illustrate

the effectiveness of the proposed schemes.

Keywords: active secondary suspension control; robust state estimation; tilt control; integrated

suspension control

1. Introduction

Tilting trains operate at higher speeds compared to conventional trains, without the need

to upgrade the rail infrastructure. The idea is straightforward, i.e. tilting the vehicle body

inwards on the curves in the track to compensate for the increased lateral acceleration per-

ceived by passengers at higher speeds.[1] Early passive tilting trains relied on the natural

pendulum motion laws which introduced safety issues, while active tilting trains most com-

monly use a tilt mechanism driven by an actuator to tilt the vehicle body [2] (a schematic

representation can be seen in Figure 1(a), which is an end-view of Swedish X2000 tilting

train). In particular, tilting has become standard technology that is employed in a number of

high-speed trains worldwide.

For the tilting control system, most providers use the so-called ‘precedence’ tilt control

approach which is based upon providing tilt command from the preceding vehicle.[2] Its
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Figure 1. Tilting system and control. (a) Schematic of rail passenger vehicle with tilt mechanism. (b) Precedence

tilt control approach.

schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1(b). More recently, ALSTOM developed a command

driven controller referred to ‘anticipative tilt control’,[3] a solution that integrates the vehicle

measurement with information from an onboard track database, hence providing the required

track information to the tilt controller. Research work described in [4,5] proposed several

advanced tilt control approaches based on local, i.e. per vehicle, body signals that do not

require precedence information, the aim being to provide a simpler system and more straight-

forward approach in terms of failure detection. It also benefits the tilt action of the leading

vehicle which usually provides the precedence information but cannot take advantage of it

itself.

However, due to the dynamic interaction between roll and lateral modes of the railway

vehicle body, there is a limit to the level of transition performance improvement that can be

achieved with the local tilt control. Moreover, tilting trains run at a higher speed on the same

rail infrastructure compared to non-tilting trains, which deteriorates ride-quality performance

on straight track and introduces a trade-off, for the tilting controller, between curving per-

formance and straight track ride quality. In this context, the addition of a secondary lateral

actuator and its integration with tilt control are largely discussed in [6]. The straight track

ride quality and tilt performance are significantly improved with the lateral-tilt integrated

active suspension configuration. In particular, the estimator-based decoupling (EBD) control,
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with the estimated vehicle body lateral acceleration and true cant deficiency (TCD) (these

two quantities are unaffected by the suspension interaction) offered improved performance

compared to the classical control approach, in which the lateral active suspension can purely

deal with the lateral irregularity without increasing the lateral curving deflection, while the

tilt action can be based on TCD.

Various model-based state estimation methodologies can be employed as virtual sensors

to estimate the quantities which are often not readily available and cannot be easily and eco-

nomically measured in practice. The Kalman filter has been intensively studied in [7] for

estimation of the state variables, particularly of the wheelset relative to the track such as

lateral displacement and yaw angle which are needed for active steering control. Further, a

nonlinear Kalman filter approach was proposed to improve the robustness of the estimation

to accommodate vehicle speed variation. The multiple model approach is discussed in [8],

which enables a wide variety of adaptive estimation to be used under not only parameter

changes but also model structure changes. It intensively enhances the robustness of the sys-

tem state estimation technology. A robust extended Kalman filter is proposed in [9], where

model uncertainty is taken into account and compared with the standard extended Kalman

filter by simulation and experiment.

In this paper, H∞ filtering is considered to offer robust optimal estimation. The method

minimises the maximum estimation error and aims to offer more robust solutions to sys-

tem parametric uncertainty compared to a Kalman filter. The simulation results illustrate the

effectiveness of the proposed estimator-based system. The remainder of this paper is organ-

ised as follows: Section 2 presents the tilting railway vehicle modelling which includes the

vehicle lateral and roll dynamics. Section 3 summarises the tilt control performance assess-

ment criteria. Integrated tilt with active lateral secondary suspension design with classical

control configuration is presented in Section 4, while Section 5 discusses the details on the

H∞ filter design, robust state estimation, and also gives a short summary on the performance

assessment of the estimator-based control. This is followed by simulation results and discus-

sion. Conclusions are discussed in the last section. Note that, although the scope of the paper

focuses on the robust state estimation for control, the discussion here can be further extended

to fault detection and tolerance field.

2. Tilting railway vehicle modelling

Figure 2 presents the diagram of the end-view model for the tilting train with the tilting bol-

ster. The model was originally presented in [4], but without the lateral actuator. This model

was extended in [6] to include the lateral actuator as a replacement for the lateral secondary

suspension damper. Both the lateral and roll dynamics of the vehicle body and bogie are

presented. The vertical dynamics are ignored but the roll effect arising from the vertical air-

spring suspension is included. An anti-roll bar system, the end moment effect (due to the

movement of the body centre of gravity), and the translation and rotation of these reference

axes associated with curves are all depicted in the model.

The tilt actuation system is modelled as a position servo in series with a mechanism which

gives 3.5 Hz bandwidth and 50% damping (it is a reasonable approximation because tilting

is a low bandwidth action). Since, in this study, the focus is on the behaviour of the roll and

lateral motion of the vehicle, the effect of the wheelset dynamics is incorporated simply by

using a second-order low pass filter with 5 Hz cutoff frequency and 20% damping (wheelset

dynamics do not affect the tilt action and in general the main behaviour of the secondary

suspension, hence the vehicle passenger compartment). In this study, another actuator (Fa)

is incorporated between the vehicle body and tilting bolster in the lateral direction. Ideal
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Figure 2. Tilting railway vehicle (end view).

actuation is used for the controller design, but a variety of technologies could be modelled,

e.g. electro-mechanical, hydraulic and magnetic actuators.[10] The numerical equations for

the integrated tilting bolster and active lateral secondary suspension are given below, and the

parameters are listed in Appendix 1, which are typical values for a modern high-speed tilting

train.

Body lateral and roll dynamics:

mvÿv = −2ksyyv + 2ksyh1θv + 2ksyyb + 2ksyh2θb − (2hmtksy − mvg)θm

+ mvgθ0 −
mvv

2

R

− mvhg1θ̈0 + Fa, (1)

ivrθ̈v = (2h1ksy + mvg)yv − [kvr + 2h1

2
ksy + 2d1

2
(kaz + ksz)]θv

− 2h1yb(ksy + mvg) + (kvr + 2d1

2
kaz − 2h1h2ksy)θb − cvrθ̇v

+ cvrθ̇b + 2kszd1

2
θr + (kvr + 2d1

2
kaz + 2ksyh1hmt)θm + cvrθ̇m

− ivrθ̈0 − Fah1. (2)

Bogie lateral and roll dynamics:

mbÿb = 2ksyyv − 2h1ksyθv − 2(ksy + kpy)yb − 2(h2ksy − h3kpy)θb

− 2cpyẏb + 2h3cpyθ̇b + 2kpyyw + 2cpyẏw + 2hmtksyθm + mbgθ0

−
mbv

2

R

− mbhg2θ̈0 − Fa, (3)

ibrθ̈b = 2h2ksyyv + [kvr − 2h2h1ksy + 2d1

2
(kaz + ksz)]θv − 2[h2ksy − h3kpy]yb

− (kvr + 2h2

2
ksy + 2h3

2
kpy + 2d2

2
kpz + 2d1

2
kaz)θb + cvrθ̇v + 2h3cpyẏb

− (cvr + 2d2

2
cpz + 2h3

2
cpy)θ̇b − 2kszd1

2
θr − 2h3kpyyw − 2h3cpyẏw

− (kvr + 2d1

2
kaz − 2ksyh2hmt)θm − cvrθ̇m − ibrθ̈0 − Fah2. (4)



Tilting actuation system effect:

θm

θmi

(s) =
483.6

s
2 + 22s + 483.6

. (5)

Wheelset dynamics effect:

yw

y0

(s) =
987

s
2 + 12.57s + 987

. (6)

An additional state is used in the air spring model, in this case in the roll mode because as

mentioned earlier this is where the airspring effects are included:

θ̇r = crz

−1
(θr(ksz + krz) + kszθv + krz(θb + θm) + crz(θ̇b + θ̇m)). (7)

The system state space form is presented below, having two inputs, i.e. the tilt angle

command and the lateral actuator force command (u), states (x) and track disturbances (w):

ẋ = Ax + Bu + ?ω, (8)

y = Cx + Du + v, (9)

where x = [yvθvybθbẏvθ̇vẏbθ̇bθrywẏwθmθ̇m]
T
; u = [θmi

Fa]
T

and ω = [R
−1

Ṙ
−1

θ0θ̇0θ̈0y0]
T
. The

system is dynamically complex with strong coupling between the lateral and roll modes. The

vehicle model and control system are tested with specific track inputs including both deter-

ministic (low frequency) and stochastic (higher frequency) track features. The deterministic

track used is a curved track with radius of 1200 m and a maximum track cant angle (θ
◦
) of

5.84
◦
, with a 150 m transition at the start and end of the steady curve (it is designed for a

normal vehicle with curving speed 45 m/s, while the curving speed increases to 58 m/s with

active tilt in this study). The stochastic track inputs represent the irregularities in the track

alignment on both straight track and curves, and these were characterised by an approximate

spatial spectrum equal to ((2π)
2
?lv

2
/f (m

2
/(cycle/m)) with lateral track roughness (?l) of

0.33 × 10
−8

.[4] More details on the modelling of the tilting railway vehicle and the track can

be found in [5].

3. Active suspension design requirements

The active suspension design is a multi-objective optimisation process which needs to min-

imise the body acceleration on a straight track, consider the constraints for suspension

deflection and system stability, and optimise the tilting performance on curved track, par-

ticularly at the transitions. The controller design for the dual-actuator system needs to meet

both tilting and active lateral suspension performance requirements. Two main design criteria

are involved:

• Deterministic performance criterion (with respect to the curved track):

Maintaining appropriate curve transition comfort level for standing and seated passen-

gers is quantified by the Pct value which provides the percentage of (both standing and

seated) passengers who feel uncomfortable during the curve transition, and can be calcu-

lated using the vehicle body lateral acceleration, lateral jerk and roll rate.[11] Moreover,

the tilt controller assessment also relies upon identifying how the tilting vehicle would

ideally perform on the transition from straight to curved track and then quantifying the
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deviation of the actual response compared with the identified ideal response. Associated

with performance improvement is the constraint on lateral suspension deflection, which

should not exceed the maximum allowed requirement before bump stops are reached, i.e.

±60 mm is used here, which is a typical value for the lateral suspension deflection that is

available.

• Stochastic performance criterion (with respect to the straight track):

Maximising the ride quality in response to track irregularities on straight track (stochas-

tic criterion). Straight-track ride quality of the tilting train should degrade no more than

7.5% [12] compared to the non-tilting train equivalent at the higher speed enabled by the

tilting action, but the aim should be to minimise passenger lateral acceleration measure-

ment (assessed by its root mean square (RMS) value) by means of the lateral actuator, i.e.

in addition to improving the tilt system response.

4. Tilting control design with integrated active lateral secondary suspension

The main performance requirements for the tilt control system [2] can be summarised:

(i) to provide a comfortable response during curve transitions;

(ii) to maintain the straight track ride quality within acceptable limits.

Based on the vehicle dynamic modelling, the interaction between vehicle lateral and roll

dynamics significantly affects tilt control performance on both curved track and straight track.

As described in [6], and as shown in Figure 3, the classical decentralised control (based

on local per vehicle sensors) attempts to control the vehicle lateral and roll dynamics in two

single input single output loops, in which the effective cant deficiency (ECD) and measured

vehicle body lateral acceleration are used for tilt control and the lateral actuator (ride quality

remedial action) control, respectively. Lateral actuator control loop is the inner loop and

designed firstly because it is a high-bandwidth loop that responds to the high-frequency track

irregularity (2–10 Hz), being faster than the tilting action (for which the bandwidth is below

1 Hz).

ECD:

θdm = −k1

ÿvm

g

− k2θm, (10)

where θm is the actuator roll angle, ÿvm is the measured body lateral acceleration:

ÿvm =
v

2

R

− g(θ0 + θv) + ÿv (11)

k1 and k2 are set to 0.75 and 0.25, respectively, for 75% partial tilt compensation (note that,

although the lateral acceleration could be fully compensated, in practice it is normal to only

compensate for some proportion, and 75% is typical). The vehicle forward speed used in the

simulation is 58 m/s.

The complementary filter skyhook damping control [13] combined with the integral of the

lateral secondary suspension deflection is designed for the lateral actuator control, which

has the function to improve the lateral ride quality while keeping the deflection within

the required limit to avoid the lateral bump stop (i.e. 60 mm).[14] A proportional-integral

controller is designed for the tilting control.
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5. Robust state estimation and estimator-based control

The more effective feedback signal for the lateral actuator control is the vehicle body lat-

eral acceleration (ÿv)
1
. Unfortunately, a real lateral accelerometer also measures the curving

acceleration, and so this signal has to be derived. Use of this signal means that the lateral

active suspension can purely deal with the lateral irregularity without increasing the lateral

suspension deflection during curving. The different way of deriving the curving acceleration

experienced on the vehicle body, which is unaffected by the suspension dynamic interactions,

is to use the, so-called, TCD [5]:

θtdm =
v

2

gR̂

− (θ̂0 + θ̂m), (12)

where R̂, θ̂0 and θ̂m are the estimated quantities of track curvature, track cant angle and body

tilt angle, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the TCD given by Equation (12) is arranged

to Equation (13) such that it provides 75% tilt compensation. Note that the compensation fac-

tor in (13) is set to 0.78 to accommodate the remaining 25% of uncompensated acceleration

on the vehicle body, which forces the body to roll slightly out compared to the mechanism.

θtdm = 0.78

v
2

gR̂

− (0.78θ̂0 + θ̂m). (13)

The combination of body lateral acceleration (ÿv) and TCD as the feedback signal used

for control can significantly attenuate the loop interaction and hence improve the controller

performance.

5.1. H∞ filter preliminaries

Measuring TCD and body lateral acceleration (relative to the track reference) however is not

a practical solution, and a more appropriate solution is to estimate these quantities. A Kalman
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filter approach was presented in [6], while in this paper a H∞ filtering solution is proposed

to deal with the issue of robustness to system uncertainty. Preliminaries on the H∞ filtering

[15] are presented below.

The continuous-time system state space model is given below:

ẋ = Ax + Bu + ?w,

y = Cx + Du + v,

z = Lx, (14)

where L is a user-defined matrix (the identity matrix for full state estimation) and z is the

vector containing the states to be estimated, and in general may also include certain linear

combinations of the states. The following non-dimensional cost function is defined:

J1 =

?
T

0
?z − ẑ?

2

S
dt

?x(0) − x̂(0)?
2

P0

−1 +
?

T

0
(?w?2

Q
−1 + ?v?2

R
−1) dt

, (15)

where ẑ denotes the estimated states, and x̂(0) denotes the estimated state at time 0. Vectors w

and v are disturbances with unknown statistics (no restriction on the zero-mean). The follow-

ing quantity is defined: ?A?2

B
? A

T
BA , while J1 is defined based on Game Theory concepts,

the reader is referred to [15] for more details. The goal of H∞ filter design is to obtain an

estimate ẑ which minimises J1, in general, the solution of the problem results in a state esti-

mator that bounds the infinity norm of the transfer function from noise terms to the weighted

state estimation error.[15] The direct minimisation of J1 is not tractable, hence a performance

bound is chosen such that:

J1 <

1

γ

. (16)

Here γ is the user-specified bound (normally, γ < 1). In addition, P0, Q, R, and S are

positive-definite matrices chosen by the designer (in particular, these choices are governed

by the specific problem under investigation). The estimator that solves the defined problem is

given by

P(0) = P0,

Ṗ = AP + PA
T + Q − KCP + γ PL

T
SLP,

K = PC
T

R
−1

,

˙̂
x = Ax̂ + Bu + K(y − Cx̂ − Du),

ẑ = Lx̂. (17)

These equations are similar to the continuous-time Kalman filter equations except for the

introduction of the γ variable in the Ṗ equation. Increasing γ results in the increase of gain K,

which tends to make the estimator more responsive to measurements than the Kalman filter.

This is a way of making the filter more robust to uncertainty in the system model. Setting

Ṗ = 0 refers to the steady-state continuous-time H∞ filter, and matrix P can be obtained by

solving a Riccati equation.

5.2. H∞ filter design for tilting railway vehicle system dynamics

This section presents the design process of H∞ filter for the integrated tilt and active lateral

secondary suspension control. The inputs to the H∞ filter are three measurements and two



system inputs. The three measurements are: vehicle body roll gyroscope (cant information),

body lateral accelerometer (for cant deficiency information) and vehicle body yaw gyroscope

(required only for extra information on the curvature). The quantities, θ0, θ̇0, R
−1

which are

treated as system disturbances, are also required to be estimated, hence included in the state

space model as states. Hence the system holds the following states:

ẋ = [yvθvybθbẏvθ̇vẏbθ̇bθrywẏwθmθ̇mθ0θ̇0R
−1

]
T
. (18)

Also two control inputs:

u = [θmi
Fa]

T
. (19)

While the process noise is characterised by

ω = [Ṙ
−1

θ̈0]
T
. (20)

The algebraic Riccati equation presented in Equation (17) can be solved by using Matlab

function ‘care’, and the estimation results are shown in Figure 4. These are the estimated

TCD and estimated relative body lateral acceleration (ÿv) on curved track. The estimator

successfully estimates all necessary quantities.

For the value selection of L, Q, R and S, L is equal to identity. R and Q were chosen based

on design experience from the Kalman filter design. The choice of S is critical for the H∞

design with the value chosen to weight more on quantities of interest (i.e the velocity of the

body lateral movement (ẏv), track cant angle variation rate (θ̇0), curve curvature R
−1

). Tuning

the parameters for the H∞ filter results in (note that further tuning is possible via heuristics

methods, e.g. Genetic Algorithms):

R = diag(1.1 × 10
−3

, 1.4 × 10
−6

, 1 × 10
−6

),

Q = diag(8.33 × 10
−6

, 2.32 × 10
−3

),

L = diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1),

S = diag(10, 10, 10, 10, 10000, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10000, 10000, 10),

γ = 0.2. (21)

5.3. Parametric uncertainty test

The robustness test of the H∞ filter with respect to parametric uncertainty is performed in

this section compared to Kalman–Bucy filter. The same Q and R values as those used for the

H∞ filter are chosen for the Kalman filter:

R = diag(1.1 × 10
−3

, 1.4 × 10
−6

, 1 × 10
−6

),

Q = diag(8.33 × 10
−6

, 2.32 × 10
−3

). (22)

Test cases:

• Test case 1: The mass of vehicle body varies from 10,000 kg to 24,000 kg due to the vari-

ation of the vehicle load (nominal value is 16,000 kg). For completeness, and realistic test

case, it is combined with a corresponding variation of the body roll inertia increasing from

19,000 kg m
2

to 22,325 kg m
2
:

m = mv(1 + pmδm), ivr = ivr(1 + pivr
δivr

) (23)
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Figure 4. H∞ filter estimation results. (a) True cant deficiency, (b) Vehicle body lateral acceleration (relative to

track).

where δm = 0.2, pm ∈ [0, 7]; pivr
= 0.025, δivr

∈ [0, 7]. Figure 5 shows the RMS value of the

estimation error and maximum estimation error based on varying the mass and roll inertia

for the body lateral acceleration estimation, respectively. The test results illustrate that both

Kalman filter and H∞ filter can work well in certain regions, but the H∞ filter approach

provides more robustness against wide variation of the vehicle body mass (Figure 5).

For full figure see the published paper
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Figure 5. Body lateral acceleration estimation error with respect to parametric uncertainties (test case 1), the nom-

inal value (body mass): 16,000 kg. (a) RMS value of the estimation error. (b) Maximum value of the estimation

error.

• Test case 2: The parameter for the lateral secondary spring decreases from 130 kN/m to

20 kN/m (nominal value is 100 kN/m, the worst case test here), i.e.

ksy = ksy − pksy
δksy

, (24)

where δksy
= 5000, pksy

∈ [0, 21]. The test results (shown in Figure 6) illustrate the

improved robustness of the H∞ filter when the spring coefficient is less than 45 kN/m.

5.4. EBD control configuration

The control configuration of EBD control is given in Figure 7. The skyhook damping control

[13] is employed for the lateral actuator while proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control

is used for the tilt control. The detailed simulation results were discussed in [6], but a short

summary is presented here. As shown in Figure 8, the performance of the H∞ filter-based
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Figure 6. Body lateral acceleration estimation error with respect to parametric uncertainties (test case 2), the nomi-

nal value (spring coefficient): 100 kN/m. (a) RMS value of the estimation error. (b) Maximum value of the estimation

error.
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Table 1. Control system assessment for EBD con-

trol at 58(m/s).

EBD PT

Deterministic (curved track)

Lateral acceleration

Steady-state (%g) 4.6 4.6

RMS deviation error (%g) 0.89 0.73

Peak value (%g) 5.6 5

Roll gyroscope

RMS deviation (rad/s) 0.014 0.015

Peak value (rad/s) 0.11 0.11

Peak jerk level (%g/s) 3.82 3.02

Pct(P-factor)

Standing (% of passengers) 23.8 20.6

Seated (% of passengers) 4.9 3.7

Stochastic (straight track)

Passenger comfort

RMS passive (%g) 3.24 3.24

RMS active (%g) 1.63 2.29

Degradation (%) -49.69 -28.6

Complete figure see the published

paper on T&F
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EBD control is close to conventional precedence tilting (PT) control,[4] hence quite close

to the so-called ‘ideal tilt’ action.[12] As listed in Table 1, the RMS deviation error of EBD

control for the lateral acceleration is 0.89%g, which is close to the value of the PT control

(0.73%g). Also, the Pct value for seated passengers (4.9%g) of the EBD control is close to

the value for the PT control (3.7%g). The trend for the standing Pct values is not only similar,

but also the lateral ride quality is significantly better due to the active lateral control.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the integrated tilt and active lateral secondary suspension control for high-speed

tilting trains is discussed with emphasis on estimator-based control, i.e. the H∞ filter-based

robust estimation for estimating vehicle body lateral acceleration and TCD. Simulation

results illustrate the efficacy of the H∞ filter providing enhanced robustness to system param-

eter variations, thus enhanced performance of the estimator-based control system. Note that,

the discussion on the robust state estimation in this paper can be further extended to a fault

tolerant framework.

This study has identified a practical, robust solution for achieving effective tilting control

without the need for the additional complexity of a precedence tilt control strategy.
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Appendix 1. Notation employed in the modelling

yv, yb, y0 lateral displacement of body, bogie, and track

θv, θb, δa roll displacement of body, bogie, and actuator

θ0, R track cant, curve radius

θr airspring reservoir roll defection

yw lateral displacement of wheel set

θmi ideal mechanism roll input

θm, θ̇m actuator mechanism roll position and rate

v vehicle forward speed

mv half body mass, 16,000 kg

mb bogie mass, 3680 kg

ivr half-body roll inertia, 20,000 kg m
2

ibr bogie roll inertia, 2500 kg m
2

kaz airspring area stiff., 210,500 N/m

ksz airspring series stiff., 300,000 N/m

krz airspring reserv. stiff., 201,000 N/m

crz airspring reserv. damp., 20,000 (Ns)/m

ksy secondary lateral stiff., 100,000 N/m

kvr anti-roll bar stiff./bogie, 1,500,000 (Nm)/rad

cvr primary vertical damp., 18,200 (Ns)/m

kpz primary vertical stiff., 1,600,000 N/m

cpz primary vertical damp., 20,000 (Ns)/m

kpy primary lateral stiff., 18,000,000 N/m

cpy primary lateral damp., 20,000 (Ns)/m

d1 airspring semi-spacing, 0.835 m

d2 primary vert. suspen. semi-spacing, 1.00 m

h1 secondary later. suspen. height(body cog), 0.844 m

h2 secondary later. suspen. height(bogie cog), 0.252 m

h3 primary later. suspen. height(bogie cog), 0.194 m

hg1 bogie c.o.g. height(rail level), 1.696 m

hg2 body c.o.g. height(rail level), 0.60 m

hmt mechanism c.o.g. vertical separation from effective tilt center, 0.60 m
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